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Lytic viruses were thought to kill the most numerous host (i.e., kill the winner). But persisting viruses/defectives can
also protect against viruses, especially in a ubiquitous virosphere. In 1991, Yarmolinsky et al. discovered the addiction
modules of P1 phage, inwhich opposing toxic and protective functions stabilize persistence. Subsequently, I proposed
that lytic and persisting cryptic virus also provide addictionmodules that promote group identity. In eukaryotes (and
the RNA world), a distinct RNA virus–host relationship exists. Retrovirurses/retroposons are major contributors
to eukaryotic genomes. Eukaryotic complexity appears to be mostly mediated by regulatory complexity involving
noncoding retroposon-derived RNA. RNA viruses evolve via quasispecies, which contain cooperating, minority,
and even opposing RNA types. Quasispecies can also demonstrate group preclusion (e.g., hepatitis C). Stem-loop
RNA domains are found in long terminal repeats (and viral RNA) and mediate viral regulation/identity. Thus,
stem-loop RNAs may be ancestral regulators. I consider the RNA (ribozyme) world scenario from the perspective
of addiction modules and cooperating quasispecies (i.e., subfunctional agents that establish group identity). Such
an RNA collective resembles a “gang” but requires the simultaneous emergence of endonuclease, ligase, cooperative
catalysis, group identity, and history markers (RNA). I call such a collective a gangen (pathway to gang) needed for
life to emerge.
Keywords: virus; evolution; group selection; cooperatively; origin of life; gangen
The ever-present virosphere
All living habitats (including prebiotic ones) have
and must operate in a virosphere (a network of in-
fectious genetic agents). The authentic survivability
of life must also be measured in the virosphere.
Although the realization of the ubiquity, scale, and
diversity of the virosphere is a rather recent de-
velopment, it still identifies a fundamental feature
applicable to all life. However, most experimental
paradigms seek to eliminate or have ignored viruses.
For example, when we clone Escherichia coli free of
temperate and lytic phage or when we establish a
sterile mouse colony free of all the usual persis-
tent viruses, we create a misleading virus-free habi-
tat for the survival of life. I suggest that, to bet-
ter understand the origin and evolution of life, we
must instead adopt a virus-first perspective. In such
a perspective, the persistence of virus information
becomes key. It is through such a perspective that
we are led to think of consortia, not clones, as the
more fundamental features of life. This perspective
also includes the characteristics of both competition
and symbiosis, as viruses are inherently symbiotic
parasites that can also compete fiercely (killing or
protecting host).
Dark matter of the virosphere: persistence
Viruses can transfer genes between themselves and
their host. However, it is much more common
that they transfer virus-derived information to
their host, as demonstrated by any metagenomic
analysis.1 Stable transfer of the entire information
content of the virus is a definition of virus persis-
tence. But even transfer of partial (defective) viral
information can lead to virus–host persistence at
a population level. Thus, viruses often stably col-
onize their host and persist (symbiosis). Viruses
can also kill their host, but persistent viruses can
doi: 10.1111/nyas.12565
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protect their host from the very same (or simi-
lar) virus. It is asserted here that, together (virus
killing and virus protection), we see a truly creative
and cooperative force in the evolution of life that is
fundamentally both symbiotic and competitive but
that affects populations, not simply individuals (ow-
ing to virus transmission). Since virus persistence
is exceedingly common but usually a silent state,
it represents a large but mostly unnoticed force in
evolution—the dark matter of biology. In addition,
viruses will spontaneously parasitize themselves by
generating defective virus. Such defective parasites
of viruses appear to be “junk” tomost observers, and
are indistinguishable in function or consequence
from what we call transposons. The persistence of
such defective parasites can, nevertheless, also pro-
vide protection against virus killing. Thus, the per-
sistence of virus information can promote virus–
host survival yet also provide survival advantage to
populations that retain the ability to produce lytic
virus and kill competitor populations.2 This virus–
host dynamic is an ancient, ongoing, and inherently
symbiotic force in evolution. Together, these oppos-
ing functions of protection and killing provide and
define an acquired host group identity. Such group
identity allows subfunctional consortia to attain a
combined greater competence and operates via a
dynamic, consortial, and history-dependent mech-
anism. Thus, a main objective of this communica-
tion is to experimentally justify and further clarify
this perspective and to extend this thinking into
the RNA world. As it fundamentally involves non-
linear consortia (networks), understanding it will
be counter-intuitive and difficult. This perspective
depends on an ever-present virosphere, which pro-
vides a creative–destructive combination force for
the origin and development of life. However, the
real power of the consortial action of genetic par-
asites will be best understood through the action
of stem-loop RNA. These simple ancestors to life
and viruses are particularly competent to function
as consortia.
A main strategy for the persistence
of parasitic information is the addiction
module
Addictionmodules were initially identified through
the study of episomal DNA phage. Addiction mod-
ules define a core strategy for virus persistence, but
also lead us to understand how viruses provide a
path to cooperation via the combination toxic de-
structive (lytic) action and counteracting protective
(immune) action. P1 is a stable episomal prophage
of E. coli that is ubiquitous in wild isolates and has
long been studied for its ability to interfere with
infections by other phage.3 Initially, P1 was con-
sidered as a plasmid, but its recognition as a per-
sistent and lysogenic phage was soon realized. The
mechanism for this stability was first discovered by
the Yarmolinski group at the National Institutes of
Health in the 1990s after many years of study of
postsegregation killing.4 The virus stability is medi-
ated by an addictionmodule that comprises a stable
protein toxin and a less stable protein antitoxin that
are coregulated and act in coordination.5–7 Loss of
plasmid (virus) during cell division into daughter
cells leads to the killing of the “cured” cells by the
stable toxin. The ability of the P1 addiction mod-
ule to induce postsegregation killing, however, also
involves the cells’ own programmed cell death sys-
tems, such as the mazEF toxin/antitoxin gene pair.8
Indeed, it has been proposed that this self-killing
(programmed cell death), besides insuring mainte-
nance of P1 prophage, can be a defense mechanism
that inhibits the lytic spread of P1.9 Such observa-
tions led me to generalize the concept of P1 addic-
tion from a process that insures the specific main-
tenance of P1 and promotes its survival to one in
which combinations of persisting cryptic prophage
(often hyperparasites) will together provide resis-
tance of the colonized host to a diverse set of viruses,
such as those in the ever-present virosphere.10–13
The presence of P1 will kill cells infected by other
phage. P1 itself can be colonized by IS2, which can
interrupt addiction modules and change the host–
virus relationshipwith other viruses.14 Interestingly,
similar insertions of IC family restriction systems
into P1 can also be seen as linked to the horizon-
tal spread of DNA restriction systems.14 Since such
states involving genetic parasites being colonized by
other genetic parasites are very common and they
can significantly affect the relationship of the col-
onized host with other viruses, I have previously
called this a hyperparasite colonization that provides
a network-based virus–host system affecting its vi-
ral ecology.2,10 This raises the interesting question
of how an addiction system (like P1)might bemod-
ified by yet further colonization. Clearly, cell death
wouldneed tobepreventedbynewcolonizers. I have
argued that these viral (and subviral) agents are the
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principal mediators of acquired host group identity.
But besides affecting host and group survival in the
virosphere, persisting viruses can also often be the
source of novel host molecular systems.15
Collective actions of dispersed defective
viruses: protective and destructive
The discovery of addiction modules and their rela-
tionship to persisting viruses has mostly been in the
context of bacterial double-stranded DNA viruses.
From this, we see that the collective action of dis-
persed seemly defective (cryptic) viruses can pro-
vide specific functions (such as mobilization and
network control). But, as asserted in my introduc-
tion, a host cell population that is persistently col-
onized by such a controlled or cryptic virus set will
also be able to produce or resist the action of the
equivalent lytic virus(es). Thus, a competing identi-
cal population of host cells that are not persistently
colonizedwill be susceptible to lysiswhen it becomes
exposed to populations of cells that are persistently
infected. This is essentially why a lysogenic strain of
bacteria will lyse an identical bacterial strain that is
not lysogenic when the two populations are mixed.
The lysogenic strain can “reach out” and kill its oth-
erwise identical neighbor via transmissible virus.
Since this can happen with episomally persisting
agents, it need not directly involve the host DNA
genome (it can be epigenomic). The history of virus
exposure and colonization will therefore determine
whether a specific host population will be lysed or
resist a particular virus. This history is stochastic,
however, and cannot be predicted. However, to con-
tinue to favor survival of the virus-persisting popu-
lation, these cells must maintain both the capacity
to resist virus and the capacity (or reside in a habitat
with the capacity) for the production of lytic virus.
Hence, viral junk must remain in the virosphere.
This is, thus, a virus addiction module, and both
protective and destructive functions are required to
favor the survival of persistently infected popula-
tions, especially in a diverse virosphere. In this way,
virusespromote the emergenceof a group identity in
their host. The bacterial identity will be very much
determined by its colonizing set of genetic para-
sites. Although such assertions seem broadly im-
portant, in my judgment what is even more broadly
significant is that this situation defines a strategy
by which a collective of subfunctional and oppos-
ing agents can participate in the genesis of a col-
lective function and group identity. This requires a
coherent network that is inclusive of opposing func-
tions (various toxin–antitoxin (TA) sets), but favors
persistence of thenewparasite-derived information.
Cryptic prophages are indeed the main source of
new TA sets in prokaryotes, but such new sets must
counter or interact with existing TA sets to persist.
Such a strategy should also apply to various RNA
agents thought to have participated in the origin
of life. What addiction modules and group identity
allow us to explore is how a collective of subfunc-
tional RNA agents might have been able to become
a coherent group that has both function and a TA
system needed for group identity. RNA is the crucial
agent population to understand, for it underlies the
origin of life and the regulation of much complexity
in higher organisms. Can virus addiction and group
identity help explain creative RNA functions?
Group identity as fundamental
The existence of virus-mediated group identity has
much deeper implications: it can also allow us to
propose a role for viruses in the origin of life itself.
Howmight a virus lifestyle predate the origin of life?
Is a virus not a parasite of a ribosome-containing
cell, therefore only able to emerge after the emer-
gence of cells (and ribosomes)? But a virus, at its
core, is a molecular genetic parasite that can even
parasitize other virus systems.Thismeans anyprebi-
otic replicator system can and likely will be suscep-
tible to virus emergence and colonization (before
the evolution of ribosomes). However, the virus-
mediated addiction module leads us to also think
how opposing functions might emerge and support
consortia functions or group identity in early life.
This can provide us with a major insight! If viruses
can function as a consortium, then this might pro-
vide mechanisms from which consortial functions
themselves could emerge in prebiotic life. Genetic
parasites can act as a group. But for the groups to
be coherent, they must attain group identity via an
addiction strategy.2 However, in contrast to tradi-
tional and linear thinking, all these features (group
identity, addiction modules, regulatory complexity,
network emergence, host–virus ecology, host–host
competition) are fundamentally interlinked and
consortial. They are inherently network phenom-
ena. They cannot be teased apart to define a single
and linear logic as is currently accepted for individ-
ual fittest-type selection. For example, one cannot
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understand the origin and function of the viral toxin
(including lysis) without also considering the viral
antitoxin (the oppositionof self bypersistence or de-
fectives). They must be considered to have emerged
together. Group identity (network member-
ship/security) is asserted to be a fundamental (but
generally ignored) feature of all living systems, even
prebiotic systems. Group membership cannot be
understood as a linear system (or a linear network).
Such a requirement will almost certainly confuse
us. Our very language compels us to think in linear
terms. Thus, we readily accept the linear thinking of
individual fittest-type selection, not a gang-like ac-
tion, as being the most powerful and creative force.
But if life is fundamentally consortial, inclusive of
opposing actions, such linear thinking will fail.
Eukaryotes host RNA agents
In the genomes of eukaryotes, RNA agents (retro-
viruses and retroposons) are much more diverse,
numerous, and dynamic (relative to prokaryotes),
and provide multiple levels of regulatory complex-
ity. We have recently come to realize that tran-
scription of such retroposon sequences (previously
considered junk) is abundant and often produces
noncoding RNAs with stem-loop regions (see the
ENCODE project16). It is such RNA that appears
closely involved in complex multicellular identity.
However, as I will now present, retroviruses are the
major initiators of retroposon-mediated changes in
eukaryotes, and the fitness of retroviral RNA (like
all RNA) is fundamentally consortial or quasispecies
(QS) based. However, this is not the QS as most
understand it (based on error and master fittest
type). It is, instead, a cooperative and counteractive
QS that supports group identity.17 It is now asserted
that life will only emerge from consortial systems
with group identity. But early RNA-based life forms,
like RNA-only viruses, cannot persist as DNA. The
original RNA world must have persisted either as a
dynamicRNApopulationor as a sequestered (static)
RNA population. One present day example of dy-
namic RNA persistence is hepatitis C virus (HCV).
HCV is thus presented below as an exemplar of
QS-mediated group identity.
Cooperative QS, group identity, and the
HCV exemplar
The capacity of a particular RNA virus QS to out-
compete and displace any former QS of the same
virus was initially observed on the 1990s.18 The
QS collective is thus more fit than any individual
member, owing to complementation and sharing
of gene products.19 In 2006, it was further ob-
served that, to attain disease-associated fitness in
an mouse model, an RNA virus (polio) needed to
generate a virus diversity that acted cooperatively20
(for review see Ref. 21). Such cooperative behav-
iors led to our proposal for cooperative quasispecies
(QS-C).22 Inherent to thisQS cooperation, however,
is competition and interference within the popula-
tion of minorities.21 To maintain replication, any
single RNA must be coherent with both the coop-
erative and interfering features of the various sub-
populations. It must fit in with and be maintained
by these combined toxic and antitoxic functions.
Like an addictionmodule, such features should lead
a QS to also provide group identity. If this line
of reasoning is correct, we should readily see ex-
perimental or naturally occurring results that show
QS-based competition. Indeed, there is strong ev-
idence for this. The best-studied RNA virus QS
(not persisting as DNA) is HCV. 23 Here, there are
distinct HCV clades (QS) that can preclude one
another in vivo. Through both blood donation24
and HCV-infected liver transplants into a distinct
HCV-infected recipient,25,26 clade displacement has
been observed. Only one strain will survive these
mixed states.27 Thus,HCVreplicons showahighde-
gree of competition.28 Such QS-based displacement
can to be very rapid and has been observed within
1 day after transplant.26 Such behavior is consistent
with QS-based preclusion (group selection). Some
in vitro experiments have evaluated the mechanism
of superinfection exclusion. observing that it can
occur via RNA replication.29 Interestingly, selection
for HCV variants that can overcome such exclu-
sion can result in alterations to the 3′ UTR region,
apparently operating via RNA replication.30
Eukaryotic networks, regulatory
complexity, and small RNA
Retroviruses also clearly generate and evolve via
QS.21 But, in contrast to the RNA-only viruses (i.e.,
HCV), retroviruses persist as and are copied from
DNA. Importantly, retroviruses have also provided a
large amount of genomic DNA sequence (especially
from their long terminal repeats (LTRs)), as found
in most eukaryotes.31 If such genomic endogenous
retroviral (ERV) sequences are also produced by
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QS-mediated evolution, then their involvement in
the formation of new or edited networks regulat-
ing host functions might be understood as also
resulting from a consortial QS RNA-based pro-
cess with inherent group coherence. Indeed, under-
standing the origin of transposable RNA-based net-
works (and the needed network security) has always
been challenging from a Darwinian perspective, as
networks do not fit into tree-based analogies.32–34
In addition, it appears that various small noncod-
ing RNAs often participate in multitask networks,
and such RNA tend to be transcribed from junk
retrotransposons.35–38 ERVs appear to have been ac-
tive editors of the human genome. There are about
330,000 solo LTRs in human DNA,39,40 each of
which must have initially corresponded to an in-
tact ERV (10 kb) subsequently lost by deletion.
This means that during our evolution, 3.3 gigabases
of human DNA (current size of our genome) was
once retrovirus.41 Such LTRs are highly involved in
the emergence of new regulatory networks, such as
in the origin of the placenta:42–46 it is estimated that
LTRs contributed to reregulating about 1500 genes
needed for the placenta to emerge.47,48 Even more
fundamental, in the African primates, 320,000 LTRs
altered p53 binding sites; even such a basic control
network can be edited by ERVs.49 These primate
p53 network changes, however, also relate to (co-
operate with) other networks, such as brain-specific
microRNAs50 and alterations to DNA methylation
involved in controlling SINE-51 and Alu-derived
transcription.52 Thus, these LTR-mediated changes
show complex interconnections to various other
networks.
LTRs: basal importance of stem-loop RNA
and RNA virus regulation
Core functions of retrovirus LTR regulation are me-
diated by various stem-loop RNA structures (in-
cluding tRNA primers) found in both the 5′ and 3′
ends of retroviral RNAs, which provide replication
and packaging identity (for an HIV-1 example, see
Ref. 53). Thus, LTRs are providing a large set of po-
tentially regulatory (and self-identifying) stem-loop
RNA information content to their host genomes.
Indeed, stem-loop RNA structures are core identity
regulators for most, if not all, RNA viruses, includ-
ing satellite tobacco mosaic virus RNA, the simplest
of all positive-sense stranded RNA viruses.54 Such
noncoding RNA structures also show crucial and
cooperative and context-dependent long-distance
interactions.55 Given that such stem-loop structures
are even crucial for the function of viroid RNA as a
hammer-head ribozyme,56,57 it has been proposed
that stem-loop RNAs are the likely ancestors to all
RNA-based life forms, including viruses.58 How-
ever, all prior proposals regarding a possible role of
stem-loop RNAs in the origin of life (and viruses)
have assumed that Darwinian evolution (individual
fittest type) must originate the selective process. In
contrast to this, QS-C–mediated evolution would
provide a crucial capacity for cooperation and the
emergence of group identity early on. As I assert
below, a living RNA network will emerge only after
a population of subfunctional RNA agents attains
both cooperative function (replication) and a col-
lective group identity through the action of linked
and coherent positive and negative functions (TA
sets). It will now be argued that the ligation and en-
donuclease activities of stem-loop ribozymes pro-
vided the core linked and opposing TA functions
needed to initiate and define RNA-based life.
The RNA gangen hypothesis
In the QS-C concept, it was argued that agent diver-
sity (not errors) was essential for the capacity of a
collective of RNAagents to function cooperatively.22
Thus, a society of subfunctional RNA agents would
be the expected predecessors of RNA-based life. And
the type of Darwinian (individual fittest type) se-
lection that is now so familiar would not emerge
until DNA emerged to provide genomes. DNA es-
sentially functions as a habitat for the living RNA
collective.59 But before DNA, such an RNA collec-
tive must have been able to hold itself together in
order to function as a selected population. Although
RNA could be stabilized in a viscous complex (sim-
ilar to a nucleolus), the instability of RNA would
most likely require a dynamic state with ongoing
replication to provide stability. If so, in order to
behave as a population or group, a QS-C must have
some process that only promotes members to repli-
cate. Fundamentally, this property is inherent inQS-
C behavior. A robust population coherence would
require some process that prevents the occurrence
of extreme behavior such an overly potent indi-
vidual defectors or overly active individual selfish
replicators. Self-parasitizing defectives can provide
this internal control. Thus, essential minorities and
defectives provide regulatory functional diversity.
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Figure 1. The RNA gangen hypothesis: group identity and cooperativity of an RNA collective that requires opposite functions for
the genesis of life (social behavior of agents).
Minorities in the population will also retain mem-
ory (learning) from past group-selection events.
Minorities must be members of the group identity,
and the groupmust also oppose nonmembers (such
as other QS-Cs, as observed with the RNA viruses).
Negative (toxic) functions will thus be required for
this group opposition, but they are also likely to
emerge from cooperative group behavior of sub-
functional agents. To attain coherent group behav-
ior, a cooperative system must also attain coherent
group identity (via TAs). Any TA function partici-
pating in group behavior would need to be coherent
with the rest of the TAs already found in the popu-
lation. Thus, TA coherence (network membership)
is required. Regarding the emergence of an RNA
ribozyme-based living collective, it will need both
opposing ribozyme activities—replication (liga-
tion) and endonuclease—to emerge. Thus, the
collective must initially emerge as a complementary
collective (not an individual), with group identity
mediated by cooperative subfunctional agents that
together provide both the replication (positive) and
endonuclease (negative) functional features of an
addiction module. This means there was no ances-
tral individual fittest type; the collective was always
a dynamic nonlinear network with clearly defined
membership (security, immunity) that depends on
competition, cooperation, opposing functions (an-
tisense), and the history of RNA agent colonization
and their corresponding TA sets, which must attain
coherence and provide coherent communication,
code, andgroup identity. In theoriginof life, thiswas
mediated mostly by a collective of stem-loop RNAs.
I call the hypothesis for the emergence of collective
RNA-based life the gangen hypothesis, as shown in
Figure 1. All the features noted above are included in
6 Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. xxxx (2014) 1–10 C© 2014 New York Academy of Sciences.
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the diagram. The word gangen was an early Nordic
term applied to pathways (gangways) but led to de-
scriptions of collectives (gangs) with clear collective
functional abilities and group identities.Here, it also
describes the emergence of group membership and
the collective living functions of the RNA agents.
Membership is not a by-product of individual selec-
tion (kin selection), but enforced by the collective.
The collective, because it is dynamic and depends
on diversity, will also inherently retain memory of
its history. Emergence of a gangen is therefore not a
simple, chemically predetermined event. It depends
on stochastic and historic agents that are able to join
the collective and add and edit code and its meaning
(use). This provides a distinction between the prin-
ciples of chemistry and biology (a living collective
with history and communication). Clearly, there is
more to understanding the emergence of life than
this hypothesis can account for. For example, the
needed physical containment of the QS population
(such as viscosity or membranes); the sources of
metabolic energy, substrates, etc.; and the role of
amino acids as catalytic RNA primers or markers
of replicator identity are not addressed and will not
be considered here. But there is an additional fea-
ture that should be emphasized, for it relates to the
origin of the virosphere. This issue reduces to the
idea that a collective of agents (RNA) with inher-
ent toxic and antitoxic features should be able to
transmit (communicate) these agents and their fea-
tures to nearby competing populations (via simple
diffusion). Such a transmission is an essentially vi-
ral (or viroid) feature. But in so doing, these agents
strongly favor the survival of the population with
the appropriate addiction modules that will inhibit
agent toxicity (prevent lysis through defective code)
and allowpersistence of the transmitted agents. This
is survival of the persistently colonized (infected),
which is inherently symbiotic. It also promotes in-
creasing complexity (and identity/immunity) of the
host collective through new agent addition accre-
tion. Since such a transmission event can also be
defined as communication; the emergence of a vi-
rosphere must also have been an early and essential
event in the origin of life, one that shaped communi-
cation of code and created group identity. This con-
cept differs fundamentally from our current (and
highly successful) view based on individual type se-
lection of DNA-based organisms. Below, I assemble
some evidence from the study of RNA that supports
the existence of collective phenomena in the origin
of life.
Origin of ribozymes and cooperating
stem-loop RNAs: QS-C perspective
Almost all investigations into the role of RNA in
the origin of life assume that some form of “master
fittest type” of RNA existed that was able to function
as a self-copying ribozyme and inefficiently copy it-
self with a high error rate, as essentially outlined ini-
tially byM. Eigen.60 However, it has been previously
noted that group selection of early replicators, along
with compartmentalization, might be required to
integrate information in the origin of life.61 How-
ever, theQS-CversionofRNAselectionhasnot been
previously considered. QS-C posits that a subfunc-
tional collective of RNA agents would be ancestral
to effective ribozyme-based replication.22 Recently,
there has been an accumulation of experimental
evidence suggesting that RNA ribozymes act and
emerge from collectives that can also spontaneously
form networks. Very small hairpin ribozymes are
known to have catalytic activity.62,63 Populations
of evolving ligase ribozymes have been maintained
by in vitro serial-diluted passage.64 Subsequently,
the participation of two RNAs that participate in
each other’s synthesis from four substrates (coop-
eration) has been observed.65,66 Others have also
used multiple (up to four) stem-loop ribozymes to-
gether to select for combined ribozyme activity.67
Similarly, four subfunctional fragments of group
I intron ribozyme can self-assemble into an auto-
catalytic ribozyme.68 It has been established that
group I ribozymes must undergo cooperative in-
teractions that depend on native helix orientation
to attain their functional three-dimensional folds.69
Cooperative fragments of RNA replicators have
also been observed to spontaneously self-assemble
and generate a network with cooperative catalytic
activity.70 In such a network, a single RNAmolecule
can be multifunctional in an RNA pathway.71 To-
gether, these results provide strong evidence sup-
porting the cooperative potential of ribozymes.
However, in none of these reports or discussions has
the issue of network membership (or group iden-
tity) been considered. According to the gangen hy-
pothesis, network membership, along with various
addictionmodules, would also be essential for life to
emerge from the RNA world. Accordingly, the liga-
tion and endonuclease activity of ribozymes would
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need to emerge together to provide a TA set of func-
tions. The creative and consortial action of RNA
populations remains a potent and ongoing force in
the evolution of the most complex life forms that
continue to inhabit DNA.
Conclusion
It is nowpossible to considermanyother issues from
the perspective of QS-C and the cooperative inter-
action of stem-loop RNAs. For example, ribosomes
are composed of a complex set of covalently linked
stem-loop RNAs that interact in complex ways to
provide it with its core function, the catalytic syn-
thesis of peptide bonds.72 Given that their individual
stem loops appear to have various and distinct evo-
lutionary histories, the ribosome seems to represent
a consortium of stem loops that was built up over
time.73 Thus, when it became a resident of DNA, the
stem-loop RNA consortium created a stable habi-
tat. But the massive creative power of a cooperative
RNA consortium (QS-C) remains crucial for life.
QS-C was made known to us only recently by virus
evolution (e.g., HIV-1). Its role in the origin of life,
the emergence of complexity and the creation of
group identity should now receive our combined
attention.
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